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Abstract. Bioclimatic envelope models use associations between aspects of climate and
species’ occurrences to estimate the conditions that are suitable to maintain viable
populations. Once bioclimatic envelopes are characterized, they can be applied to a variety
of questions in ecology, evolution, and conservation. However, some have questioned the
usefulness of these models, because they may be based on implausible assumptions or may be
contradicted by empirical evidence. We review these areas of contention, and suggest that
criticism has often been misplaced, resulting from confusion between what the models actually
deliver and what users wish that they would express. Although improvements in data and
methods will have some effect, the usefulness of these models is contingent on their
appropriate use, and they will improve mainly via better awareness of their conceptual basis,
strengths, and limitations.
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INTRODUCTION
Bioclimatic envelope models—also known as ‘‘ecolog-
ical niche models,’’ ‘‘habitat suitability models,’’ or
‘‘species distribution models’’—use associations between
aspects of climate and known occurrences of species
across landscapes of interest to define sets of conditions
under which species are likely to maintain viable
populations. Although correlational in nature, these
models offer an important capacity for studies in ecology
and biogeography. Once envelopes are estimated, they
can be applied to a variety of interesting questions,
including discovery of new populations (e.g., Feria and
Peterson 2002, Bourg et al. 2005), discovery of previously
unknown species (e.g., Raxworthy et al. 2003), conser-
vation planning (e.g., Williams et al. 2005, Wilson et al.
2005a, Araújo et al. 2011a), assessment of potential
geographic ranges of invasive species (e.g., Broennimann
et al. 2007, Peterson et al. 2008b, Villemant et al. 2011),
mapping risk of disease transmission (e.g., Peterson et al.
2006, 2007), forecasting effects of climate change on
species’ distributions (e.g., Thuiller et al. 2005, Araújo et
al. 2006, Huntley et al. 2008, Lawler et al. 2009) and on
phylogenetic diversity (Thuiller et al. 2011), and identi-
fying historical refugia for biodiversity (e.g., Waltari et
al. 2007, Carnaval and Moritz 2008, Vega et al. 2010).
Numerous recent reviews have been published on
different aspects of this field (e.g., Guisan and Thuiller
2005, Araújo and Guisan 2006, Heikkinen et al. 2006,
Latimer et al. 2006, Araújo and New 2007, Austin 2007,
Jiménez-Valverde et al. 2008, Thuiller et al. 2008, Elith
and Graham 2009, Elith and Leathwick 2009, Nogués-
Bravo 2009, Huntley et al. 2010, Miller 2010, Pereira et
al. 2010) and the topic has seen discussion in ‘‘perspec-
tives’’ articles (Araújo and Rahbek 2006, Thuiller 2007),
edited books (Scott et al. 2002), and textbooks (Franklin
2009, Peterson et al. 2011).
In short, this approach to species-level biogeography
and ecology now ranks among the most widely reviewed
topics in the ecological literature. Despite the great
number of syntheses and the rapidly increasing numbers
of primary research papers being published, much
debate still surrounds the usefulness of the approach
(e.g., Hampe 2004, Akçakaya et al. 2006, Botkin et al.
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2007, Dormann 2007, Sinclair et al. 2010). Criticism has
typically focused on two principal contentions: (1) that
models are based on implausible assumptions, and (2)
that model projections are contradicted by empirical
evidence.
This paper discusses these two areas of contention,
and proposes that criticisms have often been misplaced,
resulting from confusion between what information the
models in truth deliver vs. what users think or wish that
they would express. We propose that much of the
confusion arises from lack of a rigorous conceptual
framework for discussions, which has produced consid-
erable semantic ambiguity (see Table 1; see also Kearney
2006, Franklin 2009, Miller 2010, Peterson et al. 2011).
In effect, an incomplete grasp of fundamental concepts
underpinning the models leads to significant misappli-
cations and misinterpretations in significant portions of
the literature. Although improvements in both the data
and the modeling methods that are available (Thuiller et
al. 2008, Brook et al. 2009, Chevin et al. 2010, Gallien et
al. 2010) will have some effect, the usefulness of these
models is highly contingent on their appropriate use;
hence, the situation will improve most with better
awareness of the conceptual bases and consequent
strengths and limitations of these models.
Are models based on implausible assumptions?
Bioclimatic envelope models are based on several
assumptions, some of which find strong support in
ecological and evolutionary theory, while others should
be better treated as ‘‘working assumptions,’’ as they are
simplifications required for building models, rather than
rigorous assertions. Perhaps the most important theo-
retical assumption of these models is that species’
distributions are determined wholly or partly by aspects
of climate.
Climate, both at present and historically, governs at
least the broadest outlines of distributions of species and
biomes. Some might question whether the scale (e.g.,
Randin et al. 2009) or particular variables (e.g., Ashcroft
et al. 2011, Austin and Van Niel 2011, Triviño et al.
2011) employed in a given application are appropriate,
but these issues are more practical than fundamental in
nature. Others have suggested that the assumption that
climate determines species’ distributions is neither
supported nor contradicted by data (e.g., Bahn and
McGill 2007, Beale et al. 2008, Chapman 2010). These
criticisms are bold, as they fly in the face of the long-
established idea that climate governs species’ ranges at
broad extents (e.g., Von Humboldt and Bonpland 1805,
Whittaker 1975, Woodward and Williams 1987, Gaston
2003, Thomas 2010). Modern evidence that climate
determines species’ distributions comes from at least two
independent sources: (1) distributional limits of species
match particular combinations of climate variables, and
(2) these limits shift through time in synchrony with
changes in climate. For example, Root (1988) showed
that northern limits of winter ranges of birds in North
America were consistently associated with minimum
winter temperatures. Similarly, Walther and colleagues
(2005) showed that northern range limits of the
European holly Ilex aquifolium were associated the 08C
degree winter isotherm, and this species’ range was
tracking increasing temperatures through time by
TABLE 1. Some of the designations in the literature about correlative models exploring the relationship between species
occurrences and environmental predictors, and their implications for interpretation of the results.
Designation Implications
Bioclimatic envelope models
(or species–climate envelope models)
Term expressing that a multivariate space of climatic variables (the envelope) best
matching observed species’ distributions is being estimated. The term ‘‘envelope’’
also has been also used to refer to multivariate approaches using presence-only
data, but all models constructing a multivariate space of predictor variables can be
said to generate an envelope. The words ‘‘climate’’ or ‘‘bioclimatic’’ can be limiting
as species may relate to other environmental covariates; more general terms, such as
‘‘abiotic’’ or ‘‘environmental envelope’’ overcome this limitation.
Ecological niche models
(or climatic niche or niche models)
Expresses ideas analogous to those of ‘‘environmental envelope models,’’ but instead
of providing descriptive terminology, an attempt is made to link the envelope to
elements of ecological niche theory rooted in the early work of Grinnell and
Hutchinson. The link between description of pattern and niche theory has raised
controversy, but progress is being made toward consensus.
Habitat-suitability models Related to ‘‘envelope’’ or ‘‘niche’’ because it refers to the suitability of areas for
species rather than actual distributions. ‘‘Habitat’’ emphasizes the physical space
where species live and the resources it can use. As such, it opens the door for
incorporation of resource variables and biotic factors that are often absent from
models. The term is mostly used by researchers working at landscape scales because
there resolutions are those at which such connections are more easily achieved.
Species-distributions models Term implying that the geographic distribution of the species is the quantity modeled.
Most such applications, nonetheless, characterize the multivariate environmental
space delimiting species’ distributions, and then project this subset of environmental
space back onto geography. Important mechanisms, such as species dispersal,
establishment, and biotic interactions are not accounted for. If only suitability is
modeled, a species-distribution model (termed as such) will estimate something
more closely related to the potential distribution, and will be exposed to criticism of
being based on implausible assumptions and often contradicted by empirical
evidence.
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shifting distributions northwards. Corresponding up-
slope shifts in range boundaries along elevation gradi-
ents have also been detected both at the trailing and
leading edges of distributions across elevation gradients
(e.g., Wilson et al. 2005b, Lenoir et al. 2008), although
patterns at the trailing edges might be often confounded
by non-climatic factors (e.g., Colwell et al. 2008,
Anderson et al. 2009, Hampe and Jump 2011). Evidence
of contemporary range shifts matching ongoing changes
in climate has been found in several taxa (e.g., Parmesan
and Yohe 2003, Root et al. 2003, Hickling et al. 2006,
Lenoir et al. 2008) and biomes (Gonzalez et al. 2010),
and similar inferences were provided—and successfully
tested—for biota in response to past climate changes
(e.g., Hill et al. 1999, Araújo et al. 2005b, Green et al.
2008, Tingley et al. 2009, Dobrowski et al. 2011).
Failure to demonstrate clear species–climate associa-
tions can arise for several reasons. In the first place, the
associations might have been assessed with distribution-
al data that are incomplete or at inappropriate spatial
resolution or extent. For example, Beale and colleagues
(2008) evaluated climatic determination of European
bird species’ ranges, and purported to find negligible
climatic determination; however, a parallel study using
identical methods but improved distributional data for
European bird species (Araújo et al. 2009) found
widespread climatic determination. An analogous study
applied to North American birds but conducted at an
extent that included much more endemism (Jiménez-
Valverde et al. 2011a) also found strong evidence of
climatic determination in the distributions of birds.
Failures of attribution may also arise because the
climatic variables selected are not those directly limiting
the distribution of the species in question (e.g., Ashcroft
et al. 2011, Austin and Van Niel 2011), as will frequently
be the case with species having distributions that are
structured by barriers to dispersal or by factors
operating at different spatial extents or resolutions from
those used in modeling. Variables used in calibrating
models are generally only surrogates for the variables
that affect species’ distributions directly via physiolog-
ical mechanisms (e.g., Austin 2007, Austin et al. 2009),
so poor choice of variables for incorporation into
models can affect the observed associations between
species’ ranges and climate. Finally, the operational
formulation of null models used to examine and
characterize range–climate relationships may constrain
results (Fig. 1; Aspinall et al. 2009), and may frequently
trade Type I errors (rejecting a correct null hypothesis of
no association between species distributions and cli-
mate) for Type II errors (failing to reject an incorrect
null hypothesis).
Perhaps more controversial is the assumption that
species’ distributions will frequently be at equilibrium
with climate—that is, that species inhabit the entire
spatial footprint of their habitable conditions. This
assumption is known to be unrealistic (e.g., Peterson et
al. 1999, Svenning and Skov 2004, Araújo and Pearson
2005, Duncan et al. 2009, Monahan 2009), since dispersal
often constrains the potential of species from accessing
some habitable areas, and biotic interactions, including
human impacts, may further prevent establishment in
some areas (Fig. 2). For example, a study quantifying
range filling (i.e., the degree to which observed distribu-
tions match potential ones) among European trees
(Svenning and Skov 2004), as a surrogate for species’
equilibrium with climate, revealed that species in northern
Europe had distributions in greater equilibrium than
species in southern Europe. The authors interpreted the
result in relation to the historical contingencies (e.g.,
presence of glacial refugia and dispersal limitation)
known to affect distributions of species in the south.
Another study, which overcomes the circularity of
quantifying species–climate equilibrium using range
filling of potential distributional areas, used physiologi-
cally derived estimates of the fundamental niche (Fig. 2),
for a small number of bird species in North and South
America, and compared them with estimates of the
realized niche, i.e., the fundamental niche reduced by
dispersal, biotic interactions, and the availability of
conditions across real landscapes (Monahan 2009);
results were consistent with species’ distributions not
being in direct physiological equilibrium with climate.
The assumption of equilibrium is a problematic
working assumption necessary for applications of
correlative bioclimatic envelope models, especially when
models are projected to different regions or times (i.e.,
transferability). We emphasize the need for such as-
sumptions to be pondered carefully and stated explicitly.
Assuring that models are calibrated across the broadest
spatial (e.g., Pearson et al. 2004, Broennimann and
Guisan 2008, Elith et al. 2010, Kujala et al. 2011),
environmental (e.g., Mohler 1983, Araújo and Guisan
2006), and/or temporal (Nogués-Bravo et al. 2008)
extents that are biologically and biogeographically
justifiable will help the situation by reducing the
difference between the estimated realized niche and the
true fundamental niche (e.g., Barve et al. 2011). However,
extrapolation (i.e., projections beyond the range of
environmental values used to calibrate the models) must
be treated carefully (e.g., Thuiller et al. 2004b, Fitzpatrick
andHargrove 2009, Elith et al. 2010, Araújo et al. 2011a).
Alternatively, physiological tolerances of species to
climate (i.e., interpreted as characterizing their funda-
mental niches) can be estimated either from first-
principles approaches or via experiments (e.g., Kearney
and Porter 2004, Elith et al. 2010, Kearney et al. 2010,
Buckley et al. 2011). However, this approach is not
practical for most species, which will frequently be too
poorly known to permit first-principles approaches or
will prove intractable for experimentation.
In studies involving transferability of bioclimatic
envelopes onto different regions or changed suites of
conditions, another assumption of the models is that the
dimensions of these envelopes are conserved over
relevant time periods (Peterson et al. 1999). The degree
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to which such conservatism is manifested broadly across
elements of biodiversity is still a topic of debate, as rates
of niche evolution and the mechanisms generating it are
still poorly understood (e.g., Losos 2008, Pearman et al.
2008). The literature is often confusing with regard to
the aspects of the niche that are expected to be
conserved. For example, Pearman et al. (2008) noted
that conservatism is achieved by stasis in the three main
factors determining species’ distributions (abiotic fac-
tors, biotic interactions, and dispersal), whereas non-
conservatism is achieved by change in any of the three
factors. However, no theoretical expectation exists for
stasis in biotic interactions or dispersal: on the contrary,
widespread evidence indicates that species have not
always interacted with the same species as they do today
(e.g., Williams et al. 2001), and they often had to move
in order to track past climate changes (e.g., Clark et al.
1998). The only reasonable theoretical assumption to be
made is that inherited physiological tolerances of species
to environmental factors are conserved, i.e., that the
fundamental niche does not change in the temporal
frame involved in projections.
Studies comparing modeled bioclimatic envelopes of
sister species pairs tend to find strong ecological
similarity among them (Peterson et al. 1999, Martı́nez-
Meyer and Peterson 2006, Warren et al. 2008, Hof et al.
2010), and many analyses have indicated that invasive
species follow the same bioclimatic frameworks in their
distributional patterns manifested on different conti-
nents (Peterson 2003). Some studies have observed
differences in estimated realized niches between native
and nonnative ranges of invasive species, thus inviting
the interpretation that niches might have evolved in the
course of the invasion (e.g., Broennimann et al. 2007,
Fitzpatrick et al. 2007, Medley 2010). However, tests of
conservatism (that niches change more slowly than
expected from Brownian motion evolution, Losos 2008)
using phenomenological approaches have at least two
important limitations. Firstly, as noted above, the
theoretical expectation of conservatism is justified only
for fundamental niches. Estimates of realized niches
typically represent subsets of the fundamental niche
(Fig. 2), thus observed shifts in estimated realized niches
might simply indicate that different portions of the
FIG. 1. Distribution of two common birds in Europe (left, European Bee-eater Merops apiaster; right, Blackcap Sylvia
atricapilla). The first is aMediterranean species that is uncommon in cooler temperate regions. The second is a widespread temperate-
region species that is absent only from higher-latitude regions with subarctic climates. The scale of the grid is UTM 50350 km. Null
models comparing known geographic distributions with randomized ‘‘ranges’’ that preserve the spatial autocorrelation structure and
leave climate data unchanged will yield random associations with climate likely to be as close as the observed ones (Beale et al. 2008).
In the case of extremely widespread birds like the Blackcap, randomized distributions will resemble observed distributions closely. In
the case of moderately widespread but environmentally structured species distributions, such as the Bee-eater, which has a
distribution structured along a latitudinal gradient, randomized distributions are unlikely to differ significantly from them.
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fundamental niche are being occupied by the species in
different regions and times (e.g., Nogués-Bravo et al.
2008, Soberón and Peterson 2011). Secondly, tests of
niche conservatism based on empirical associations
between observed species’ occurrences and climate are
typically unidirectional. That is, similarity between
estimates of realized niches compared across regions or
times is consistent with the hypothesis that fundamental
niches remained unchanged (Peterson et al. 1999,
Martı́nez-Meyer and Peterson 2006, Rodrı́guez-Sánchez
and Arroyo 2008), but failure to demonstrate such
similarity does not prove the contrary, because many
alternative explanations exist.
Given the theory (Wiens and Donoghue 2004, Wiens
and Graham 2005) and the weight of existing empirical
evidence, it is reasonable to expect that some significant
degree of conservatism of the fundamental niches exists
that provides predictability across taxa, environmental
dimensions, and time frames considered in most studies
using bioclimatic envelope models (e.g., Kozak and
Wiens 2006, Peterson 2011).
Bioclimatic envelope models have also been criticized
for making overly simplified assumptions about dispers-
al and biotic interactions (Dormann 2007, Zurell et al.
2009). Specifically, they have been criticized for assum-
ing that species would either not disperse or disperse
without limitations, while ignoring the role of biotic
interactions in shaping current and future distributions.
However, these assumptions are not integral to the
models per se since the models aim only to estimate
suitable conditions across landscapes, and not popula-
tion processes such as dispersal (Brook et al. 2009). In
reality, dispersal and biotic interactions do constrain
current distributions of species; as such, they are
expected to contribute to shaping the realized niche of
a species and its geographic representation, particularly
in constraining them from achieving full equilibrium
with current climate (Fig. 2).
A very different matter is whether dispersal (e.g.,
Collingham and Huntley 2000, Engler and Guisan 2009)
and biotic interactions (e.g., Araújo and Luoto 2007,
Baselga and Araújo 2009, Meier et al. 2010) should be
marshalled to constrain predictions of models when they
are applied to forecasting distributional potential in
different regions or under other sets of conditions (e.g.,
Dunn et al. 2009, Araújo et al. 2011b). These consider-
FIG. 2. Illustration of the relationship between the different distributional areas of a species in geographic and environmental
space, and its modeled distribution and niche. In geographic space, area A is occupied, but the species has not been detected; area B
is suitable, but the species was unable to colonize it due to dispersal limitation (e.g., existence of a barrier); area C is suitable, but
species occupancy was prevented due to biotic interactions (e.g., competition). (Note that species may occur outside of suitable
areas in what are termed ‘‘sink’’ populations). In environmental space the union of areas D and E constitutes the fundamental
niche. Shaded areas aroundD comprise the realized niche; non-shaded areas around E identify those parts of the fundamental niche
that are unoccupied. With standard strategies that evaluate predictive accuracy of models, predictions of occurrence for A–C are
treated as errors of commission when, in fact, the model is correctly predicting the existence of suitable climatic conditions for the
species. Over-fitted models will often underestimate the occupied distributional area, whereas under-fitted models will overestimate
it. The figure is redrawn and modified from Fig. 2 of Pearson (2007) with permission.
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ations are of particular concern when the focus of model
predictions is on the actual distributions, rather than on
distributional potential more generally (Fig. 2). Dealing
with dispersal and biotic interactions in such contexts is
far from trivial and requires approaches that go beyond
the analytical framework offered by bioclimatic enve-
lope models (e.g., Keith et al. 2008, Anderson et al.
2009, Fordham et al. 2012).
Are models contradicted by empirical evidence?
Mismatches between observations and predictions
have been recorded chiefly in studies investigating
climate change impacts on species’ distributions (Araújo
et al. 2005a), although congruence between observed
and predicted range shifts have also been demonstrated
(Hill et al. 1999, Araújo et al. 2005b, Green et al. 2008,
Kharouba et al. 2009, Dobrowski et al. 2011). Debate
also exists as to whether models successfully estimate
climatic suitability for species (Pearce and Ferrier 2001,
Wright et al. 2006), although again positive examples
exist (Araújo et al. 2002, VanDerWal et al. 2009b,
Kearney et al. 2010). Further research is needed to
understand the dimensions and implications of these
mismatches and exceptions, but a more general question
is whether mismatches between projections and obser-
vations represent genuine model failure (Table 2).
Projections of bioclimatic envelope models are usually
evaluated via measures that weight errors of commission
(i.e., predicted occurrence where the species does not
occur) and omission (i.e., predicted absence where the
species actually occurs) equally (e.g., Liu et al. 2005).
Although more stringent tests have assessed whether
observed trends in species’ range shifts match predic-
tions (Araújo et al. 2005b), here too commission and
omission errors have been weighted equally. However,
bioclimatic envelope models estimate potential distribu-
tions (i.e., the geographic projection of the estimated
realized niches of species), rather than the occupied
distributional area of the species (Araújo and Guisan
2006, Soberón 2007, 2010, Hirzel and Lay 2008,
Soberón and Nakamura 2009). Species’ ranges are
rarely sampled exhaustively, and many species are
absent from some areas presenting suitable environ-
ments, thus creating considerable ‘‘apparent’’ commis-
sion error. As such, one has no objective way to discern
true error of commission (as defined above) from correct
prediction of habitable area in an unsampled or truly
unoccupied area (Peterson et al. 2008a), unless carefully
designed translocation experiments are undertaken.
Balancing omission and commission errors in ways that
are not necessarily even can provide useful internal
guidance for modeling efforts (Anderson et al. 2003),
and can help with setting more effective and informative
thresholds in predictions of species’ presence and
absence on maps (Peterson et al. 2008a).
In the case of bioclimatic envelope models, the onus is
thus on the ability to outline the spatial distribution of
suitable environments for the species of interest under
diverse circumstances (Jiménez-Valverde et al. 2011b).
The only study known to us that has provided a direct
test of the ability of correlative bioclimatic envelope
models to characterize the spatial distribution of suitable
areas (Kearney et al. 2010) showed that their results
were comparable with the estimates of the fundamental
niche estimated via eco-physiological models.
In effect, when models evaluate the suitability of
particular environments for species to maintain popula-
tions with reference to a set of predictor variables, and
then are evaluated against observed occurrence records,
errors of commission may indicate more than failure of
the model to characterize suitability correctly (Table 2).
Rather, much of commission error is actually prediction
of potential presence in unsampled areas, or factors not
included in the modeling effort may explain the absence
TABLE 2. The ‘‘confusion matrix’’ used to calculate measures of predictive accuracy for bioclimatic envelope models, with
predictions classified into four categories: true presences, true absences, errors of commission, and errors of omission.
Observation
Prediction
Species presence Species absence
Species present True presence
Site suitable, species present
Error of omission
Site unsuitable, species present
(model misspecified )
Site unsuitable, species present
(model right, data wrong)
Species absent Error of commission
Site unsuitable, species absent
(model misspecified )
Site suitable, species unrecorded
(model right, data wrong)
Site suitable, species absent
(model right, but incomplete)
True absence
Site unsuitable, species absent
Note: While errors of omission are often a symptom of misspecification of the model, errors of commission reflect a variety of
factors, some of which are not an indication that the prediction is erroneous.
 When envelope models are established with clear links with ecological niche theory, only viable breeding populations should be
modeled. If sink populations are not included in the models, then errors of omission should indicate model failure.
 The inference of suitability from the models is correct but factors unaccounted for in the model (e.g., dispersal and biotic
interactions) can prevent the species from occupying the full extent of suitable areas for the species.
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of the species from otherwise suitable areas. In other
words, mismatches between prediction and observation
do not necessarily mean that the model is wrong, but
simply that the model might be incomplete (Oreskes et
al. 1994). This problem is general with modeling of
environmental systems: only closed systems, such as
mathematical treatments, can prove a model wrong by
recording mismatch between prediction and observa-
tion. In open systems, such as the situation at hand,
demonstration of agreement between observation and
prediction is inherently and invariably partial (Oreskes
et al. 1994, Araújo et al. 2005a).
DISCUSSION
Are bioclimatic envelope models useful?
The two areas of contention reviewed in this article
coincide broadly with the benchmarks proposed by
Hodges (1991), in a thoughtful essay on properties and
uses of ‘‘bad’’ models for military combat. The author
argues that bad models are those that are either contra-
dicted by some data or are grossly implausible in some
aspect they purport to represent; other bad models are
conjectural, i.e., they are neither supported nor contra-
dicted by data, either because data do not exist or because
they are equivocal (Hodges 1991). Here, we have shown
that criticisms leveled at bioclimatic envelope models are
often debatable. Although fitting bioclimatic envelope
models requires some weak working assumptions, in
most cases the grounds for criticism are misperceptions
of the portions of the niche being estimated by models,
and the consequences of these differences for model
calibration, evaluation, and interpretation (for an
extended discussion see Peterson et al. [2011]).
To illustrate these principles, let us consider a few
applications of bioclimatic envelopes that can be
considered useful or not. For example, if models are
used to estimate the potential distribution of an
endangered species, perhaps in the context of a
translocation experiment to save the species from
climate warming, modeled climatic envelopes may be
used to characterize areas to which the species can be
reintroduced. In a counterexample, however, if the
challenge is to estimate extinction risk for species over
coming decades in the face of changing climates (e.g.,
Thomas et al. 2004), the models only estimate the
empirical relationships between species’ present-day
distribution and climate variables, and use the inferred
relationships to identify potential distributional areas of
the species under future climate scenarios. Here, the
quantity of interest (extinction risk), however, is not
represented among the input data and thus is not the
target of the modeling exercise (Ladle et al. 2004); the
usefulness of this model is thus open to debate, because
only partial evidence exists that shifting climate suit-
abilities within the modeled time frame could speak to
the reasons for which the species might go extinct (e.g.,
Thuiller et al. 2004a, Akçakaya et al. 2006, Botkin et al.
2007, Hampe and Jump 2011). This pair of examples
illustrates how inappropriate application of bioclimatic
envelopes can cause problems with interpretation and
conclusions, emphasizing the importance of proper
framing of their use in appropriate biological questions.
Cautionary notes for use of bioclimatic envelope models
Several authors have provided guidelines for correct
implementation of bioclimatic envelope models. Some
are specific to the modeling technique used (e.g.,
Breiman 2001, Elith et al. 2008, 2010, Phillips and
Dudı́k 2008), while others are more general (e.g.,
Franklin 2009, Miller 2010, Peterson et al. 2011).
General guidelines include strategies for the selection
of appropriate predictor variables in the models (e.g.,
Elith et al. 2005, Heidy Kikillus et al. 2010, Ashcroft et
al. 2011), the decision as to whether background or
pseudo-absence data are warranted and how to select
them (e.g., Phillips et al. 2009, VanDerWal et al. 2009a,
Wisz and Guisan 2009), choice of methods to convert
probabilities of occurrence or suitability scores into
projections of species presence and absence on maps
(e.g., Liu et al. 2005, Freeman and Moisen 2008, Nenzén
and Araújo 2011), decisions regarding methodology for
model evaluation (e.g., Hirzel et al. 2006, Raes and ter
Steege 2007, Peterson et al. 2008a, Phillips and Elith
2010), and use of ensemble and consensus forecasting
methodologies (e.g., Araújo et al. 2005b, Diniz-Filho et
al. 2009, Marmion et al. 2009, Garcia et al. 2012). It is
clear that decisions regarding the technical implementa-
tion of the models will affect their quality, a topic that
has received extensive treatment and reviews elsewhere
(Araújo and Guisan 2006, Heikkinen et al. 2006,
Latimer et al. 2006, Austin 2007, Thuiller et al. 2008,
Elith and Graham 2009). However, methodological
decisions should also be contingent on the user’s intent.
That is, no universally correct way exists to implement
bioclimatic envelope models, and modelers should be
careful to adopt protocols consistent with the ecological
and biogeographical situation, meeting predefined goals
of the study, and nonetheless conforming to the
constraints imposed by the available data.
An important set of questions must be clarified at the
outset of any study using these approaches. First and
most basically, one should ponder whether the model is
used to investigate and understand environmental
correlates of species’ distributions (explanation), or
whether it is used to make inferences about the details
of their geographic distributions (prediction) (e.g., Elith
and Leathwick 2009). If prediction is the focus, then it is
important to know if transferral is involved and, more
importantly, what component of the species geographic
or environmental range is being estimated (Peterson et
al. 2011). The most common predictions of bioclimatic
models in ecology, evolution, and conservation are
explored in Fig. 3, with reference to the diagram
provided in Fig. 2. Below, we discuss some of these
applications in more detail. Of considerable importance
is the observation that many applications focus on
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potential and abiotically suitable areas rather than on
occupied distributional areas of species.
Discovery of new populations or species
Knowledge about geographic distributions of species is
incomplete; here, the prediction of interest includes areas
where unknown populations of known species (A in Fig.
3) or populations of unknown species (B in Fig. 3) occur.
In either case, this challenge involves using what data are
available to identify areas of suitable environmental
conditions (Raxworthy et al. 2003). Models may have to
be kept quite simple, as occurrence data may be few (de
Siqueira et al. 2009). For such uses, errors of commission
from the models are not necessarily errors; typically, they
are the prediction of interest (i.e., model right, data
wrong; see Table 2). Little guidance is available for
choosing the right balance between minimization of
omission and commission errors in such cases; a practical
option is to choose the highest suitability score that
achieves a certain minimum omission error (Peterson et
al. 2008b) as a threshold. Models need not even be
comprehensive in scope (de Siqueira et al. 2009); rather,
the aim is to identify a few high-priority sites.
Reserve selection and design
The prediction of interest in most spatial conserva-
tion-planning applications is the occurrence of species in
particular areas of conservation interest (the shaded area
in the corresponding panel in Fig. 3). Errors of
commission are generally unacceptable because they
could lead to spending limited resources for conserving
species where they do not occur, or where unsuitable
conditions exist for the species. For this reason,
applications of bioclimatic envelope models in spatial
conservation planning are often conservative, and model
calibration can focus on minimizing commission errors
(e.g., Araújo et al. 2011a).
FIG. 3. Examples of uses of bioclimatic models and some of the most common predictions of interest associated with them.
Interpretation of the figure should be made in conjunction with Fig. 2. Different shades of grey indicate that alternative predictions
are made for the provided examples of use or uses. See Discussion: Cautionary notes. . . for more details.
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Restoration, translocation, or reintroductions
The common feature of models used to predict areas
for restoration, translocation, or reintroductions is that
predictions are not about where species are, but where
they could be. Notice that the prediction of interest is
often areas that are abiotically suitable for the species
and free of biotic constraints for its occurrence (area B
in Fig. 3). Such models cannot be evaluated with
familiar approaches that minimize errors of omission
and commission because commission (predicted pres-
ences in unoccupied locations) is precisely the prediction
of interest. More promising approaches include those
that generate predictions mainly focused at reduction of
errors of omission (Peterson et al. 2008a) and focus on
predictions of presences rather than absences (e.g.,
Hirzel et al. 2006, Phillips and Elith 2010).
Evaluating risk of species invasions
and disease transmission
Here, the prediction of interest is usually the non-
inhabited but suitable area that could be invaded (B in
Fig. 3), particularly in the case of invasives where some
dispersal barrier is generally what constrains species
from achieving full distributional equilibrium. In the
case of disease transmission, focus also includes actual
distributions. Omission errors will frequently be not
erroneous, as areas of overprediction are often what is of
interest. Omission error, on the other hand, is almost
always important and relevant, and so it is often
minimized as much as possible. Of course, other, non-
environmental factors may modify the suitability or
accessibility of a site, so routes of access, presence of
competitors, etc., must all be considered in comprehen-
sive studies.
Climate change impacts on biodiversity
Among the most popular uses of bioclimatic envelope
models are inferences about the possible impacts of
climate change on the distributions of species. The
prediction of interest can be the occupied distributional
area of a species, or its potential or abiotically suitable
areas for occurrence in the future (Fig. 3). If the
prediction concerns occupied distributional areas, esti-
mates of colonization rates as well as climate suitability
are required, and approaches that couple bioclimatic
envelope models with metapopulation models can be
useful (e.g., Keith et al. 2008, Anderson et al. 2009,
Fordham et al. 2012). Whether the modeler should
weight errors of omission and commission equally in
such cases, or down-weight errors of commission, is still
a matter of debate.
Niche evolution
Increasingly, evolutionary ecologists are using biocli-
matic envelope models to ask questions regarding the
rates of change of niche traits across phylogenies (Wiens
and Graham 2005, Peterson 2011). The prediction of
interest generally includes the set of environmental
combinations that constitute the fundamental ecological
niche of the species (Peterson et al. 2011). Such
characterizations of fundamental niches are perilous,
owing to perpetual complications with limited represen-
tation of the full dimensions of these niches on real-life
landscapes (Peterson et al. 2011), and tests of niche
conservatism are unidirectional in nature: evidence for
niche similarity in time and space provides conditional
support for the conservatism hypothesis, but if niches
appear dissimilar, no firm conclusions can be drawn.
Conclusions
Ample evidence and precedent support the idea that
bioclimatic envelope models can reconstruct environ-
mental correlates of species’ geographic distributions.
Furthermore, the broad diversity of applications of these
models indicates that they represent a potentially
powerful tool in understanding whole-range geography
and ecology of species. The critical question is under what
specific circumstances are such models useful or not? We
argue that a clear conceptual framework can place
complex ideas in useful contexts and avoid worlds of
confusion. In the case of bioclimatic envelope models, the
criticisms that have been levelled at the approach fall into
this trap: for lack of a detailed and appropriate
conceptual context, the criticisms offered are not
generally or broadly applicable. That is, the bioclimatic
envelope modeling approach is not always guilty of the
crimes of which it is accused, but rather it has frequently
been guilty of not having placed results in an appropriate
or sufficiently clear conceptual framework. We suggest
that each application of bioclimatic envelope modeling be
subjected to a careful thought process regarding key
assumptions before the modeling program is run. The
researcher must consider carefully which portions of the
distributional area are being sampled, and how com-
pletely the environmental range of the study area is being
characterized. What is more, the effects of biotic
environments and species’ mobility must be weighed in
choosing that study area in the first place, and assump-
tions made explicitly regarding why those choices were
made. Finally, the desired end product must be weighed
against what the modeling exercise is actually designed to
estimate. Only with such careful pondering can biocli-
matic envelope modeling achieve its full potential.
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